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Shady
Level
Upper-intermediate
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1
Framework:
Receptive Skills
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Listening
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3
Date
04/18/2019
Started at:
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length:
45 minutes
Overall Comment on planning
- Your sub-aim should have been a second main aim, Somaia. In the IELTS, usually we have
two main aims: one related to the sub-skills and the other to the exam tasks. - Please make sure
that your procedures are accurately written under the correct stage name. - In procedures, we
do not write our aims, we write what we will do. - Please remember that your LPs reflect the
quality of your English; employers will not hire someone with LPs full of inaccuracies.
Proofreading is dramatically important.
Planning Strength
1.3 materials,1.5 interaction patterns,1.8 analysing language
Areas to work on
1.1 aims,1.2 stages,1.4 procedures,1.13 professionally written
Overall Comment on teaching
- Lead-in & Context-setting 3:39 PM: The first question you asked during the lead in was not
well-structured, Somaia. Now how do you say: 'picture'? : please check the difference between
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these two sounds: /I/ and /e/. Pre-teaching lexis 3:44 PM: matching activity and feedback 3:47
PM: Now another student joined your class. you have two students now. 3:48 PM: clear
instructions for another activity related to the functional language of agreeing and disagreeing.
3:50 PM: It is good that you are reminding your students of the nature of section 3. 3:51 PM: It is
good that you asked students to highlight the keywords, Somaia. 3:53 PM: pair checking 3:55
PM: feedback 3:55 PM: Nice advice for dealing with the IELTS section 3. - First Listening 3:57
PM: clear instructions 4:04 PM: Pair check - Second Listening 4:06 PM: ss are listening again
4:13 PM: feedback Follow-up: text analysis 4:16 PM: clear instructions 4:19 PM: pair checking
Teaching Strengths
3.1 TTT,4.1 teaching receptive skills,5.3 teaching techniques,5.4 achieving aims,5.10 pace
Areas to Work on
3.5 language models
Grade:
above standard
Tutor's Signature
Shady
Candidate's signature
Somaia
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